Two MIT sailors qualify for championship finals

(Continued from page 8)

Gibb Trophy: Ethel Rosenow with crew Bob Schulz starred in the regatta, winning low-point honors in division A. Len Dolhert with Steve Boos narrowly missed winning A-Division. Len Dolhert with Trophy for their Greater Boston points behind the winner. The races were sailed, rather than a full necessary to qualify for the finals. Cricht and Dolhert, first and second respectively at Harvard, both qualified for MIT. John Stassner ’79, Bruce Gage ’79, and Jim Newman ’79 missed the cut at Harvard. At Tufts, Smith (3rd), Chris Berg ’77 (2nd), and Rosen (5th) fell short, while Ryan and John Star ’79 missed at Coast Guard.

Since the finals are to be sailed at MIT, Cricht and Dolhert should have a good chance of placing in the top three and qualifying for the Nationals. The women hosted the New England Championship Division I and II Regional, and the New England Team Sailing Championships, Thursday and Sunday on the Charles. A finish in the top three will qualify them for the Nationals, also to be sailed at MIT this spring. The men go against top competition in the Frits Trophy at Tufts this weekend.
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"It is not guidelines we need to limit F.B.I. domestic intelligence but a legislative charter to prohibit it... a vast record has been compiled on F.B.I. domestic intelligence. It is a record of official lawlessness: invasion of privacy, violation of civil rights and other violations... no less important from the public standpoint, is that the record fails to show that F.B.I. intelligence has in the past served a useful purpose or will do so in the future, so why adopt guidelines when the overwhelming body of evidence suggests an outright ban?"
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